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	It has been known for half a century that neurotransmitters are released in preformed quanta, that the quanta represent transmitter-storing vesicles, and that release occurs by exocytosis. The focus of this book is twofold. In the first part, the molecular events of exocytosis are analysed. In the second part of the book, the presynaptic receptors for endogenous chemical signals are presented that make neurotransmitter release a highly regulated process.
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Be Unreasonable: The Unconventional Way to Extraordinary Business ResultsMcGraw-Hill, 2007

	When you're reasonable, you use the same strategies everyone else uses. You do things like set your goals a bit higher than last year's, say yes to things because everyone else likes them, and pad your deadlines so you can reach them on time.


	Being reasonable about your business will only bury you deeper in the pack. If you...
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Six Sizzling Markets: How to Profit from Investing in Brazil, Russia, India, China, South Korea, and MexicoJohn Wiley & Sons, 2008
Praise for Six Sizzling Markets
    "Everyone knows that the globe is being changed by globalization, but what does it mean for the ordinary citizen or investor? Pran Tiku offers a clear and informative account of the opportunities that exist in six of the major new global economies. The book sizzles with...
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Finite Frames: Theory and Applications (Applied and Numerical Harmonic Analysis)Birkhauser, 2012

	Hilbert space frames have long served as a valuable tool for signal and image processing due to their resilience to additive noise, quantization, and erasures, as well as their ability to capture valuable signal characteristics.  More recently, finite frame theory has grown into an important research topic in its own right, with a myriad...
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From Grids To Service and Pervasive ComputingSpringer, 2008
Grids are a crucial enabling technology for scientific and industrial development. Peer-to-peer computing, grid, distributed storage technologies, emerging web service technologies, and other types of networked distributed computing have provided new paradigms exploiting distributed resources. Grids are revolutionizing computing as profoundly as...
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Thinking in C++Prentice Hall, 1995

	Thinking in C++ is ideal for anyone already familiar with C who now wants to learn C++. Eckel has synthesized more than five years of C++ teaching and programming experience into a well-structured course that moves step-by-step through each important C++ concept. He highlights poorly-understood C++ features like virtual functions, which can...
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Beyond Corporate Social Responsibility: Oil Multinationals and Social ChallengesCambridge University Press, 2009
Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) has emerged as an important approach for addressing the social and environmental impact of company activities. Yet companies are increasingly expected to go beyond this. They are now often expected to assist in addressing many of the world's most pressing problems, including climate change, poverty and...
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